1. **True or False**: When using a box cutter, angle it away from your body.

2. When you’re finished with the box cutter, you should:
   a. Retract the blade right away
   b. Cover the box cutter
   c. Store it in a secure place
   d. All of the above

3. **True or False**: Keep the box cutter blade as long as possible.

4. Which statement is **not** correct?
   a. Keep the blade sharp
   b. It's okay to use a dull blade
   c. Dispose of damaged blades in a puncture resistant container
   d. Watch the blade at all times

5. **True or False**: You have the right to ask your employer to provide training on how to use and sharpen knives.

6. Wear ________ to prevent nicks and cuts when using a box cutter.

7. Apply ________ pressure when using a box cutter.

**Answer Key**

Visit [nsc.org/members](http://nsc.org/members) for more safety tips